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INTRODUCTION  
Destination, in general, is looking for a possibility to be unique and to compete in the market by developing characteristics and capabilities 
that distinguish it from its competitor. But every destination is facing its own complexity. "Tourism and the creative industries" or "tourism 
and creativity" has focused mainly on the welcome growth of creative tourism as an alternative to mass forms of cultural tourism (Sangkyun 
& Chamwoo, 2016). Vibrant and rich cultural life can provide a unique resource for an alternative tourist experience. When looking to shift 
from an event to an experience the expectations are clear. So, it is a question of destination: How to meet expectations?  

Cultural tourism today is "shown" tourism, but we have to think of providing lots of unintentional parts of the tourism experience by inviting 
tourists to the location and asking for more and by prime cultural immersion with the local people, their language, customs, cuisine, 
handcrafts, products, stories, etc. Culture is recognized in this sense as a new reality that was unused "out there" and now is struggling for 
its opportunity, calling us to recognize and respond to it (O'Connor, 2011). This is also a process that has to be led. In a competitive sense, 
offering experiences that are unique, personalized and based on real-life experiences (past or present) is an obligation for the tourism 
industry. Mass market travellers today also demand better curation and design when traveling. Travelers are seeking opportunities to 
experience new cultures and connect with communities in ways they feel are immersive, authentic and humane. Lots of future tourists will 
become cultural purists, which means that they will use their travel as an opportunity to immerse themselves in an unfamiliar culture, 
looking to break themselves entirely from their home lives and engage sincerely with a different way of living. The reason for this change 
lies in the customer-dominant logic perspective that the received service is their experience of the provided service which results in 
outcomes such as 'products', benefits, emotions, judgments and intentions (Johnston et al., 2014, p. 7).  

Figure 1: Using events to manage the destination life cycle  

Source: OECD (2014) based on Butler (2006, p. 5); Health (2009c, p. 164)  

Destinations need rejuvenation, and the events as new attractions are becoming a backbone for competing. Peltier & Sheivachman (2018) 
noted that vacationers want to experience something new and are tired of the same old tours and activities, while global tour operators are 
backing more customization into their products, digital distribution is changing the way local operators do business. Lundy (2015) according 
to Oxford Economics gave an insight into the tourism industry that the expenditure on enrichment will be gaining more attention in the 
future years and this should be a guidance in reaching competitiveness.  

Figure 2: Expenditure on enrichment vs. material goods 

Experience and emotions are unavoidable competing factors of every tourism product with the intention to strive and provide excitement, 
memorable sticks connected to happenings, and create dynamic of creation. So, what the travellers want has shifted dramatically. In a world 
of democratized and growing travel market, variety in experience and emotions is now very important. Tourism is in a moment of need to 



reshape the expectation, behaviours, and mindsets of customers around the world by using original tourist product based on in-depth 
experience. Travelers are seeking not only meaningful experience but also post-experience.  

Figure 3: Levels of experience and influence on the experience 

Source: Tarssanen and Kylänen (2009, p. 11)  

Common to all definitions is that cultural and creative industries are considered as market-oriented and that they are an integral part of 
economy and this provides the opportunity to collaborate along similar value chains which supports cross–innovation (Institute für 
Innovation und Technik, 2014, p. 6) An experience is "co-produced" by an interaction between the creative good and its customer (NESTA, 
2008, p. 13). Services of many sorts frequently involve performance, where the staff help to create the consumer experience. The concept 
of creative industries is linked to creativity and intellectual capital that are based mainly on local capabilities and culture (Hendrickson et al., 
2012, p. 16). Furthermore, the same authors explained that creative industries are coordinated by complex social markets, where the sharing 
of information and knowledge about the performance and experience value of goods and services is a signalling mechanism for their further 
production and consumption. For creative inventions in event theme design it is vital that conceptions are unique, original and authentic 
(Ali et.al, 2017, p. 71). Furthermore, this concept of uniqueness, originality, and authenticity of a theme for the same authors adds value to 
"wow" factor but also presents a means of escapism to an imaginary or dream-like world.  

ECORYS (2013) instructs on the possible problems in the creative industry:  
1. Cultural homogenisation: destinations risk being pushed towards losing their own identities in order to become more acceptable 

by masses of visitors; in fact, whilst on the one hand, landscape, accommodation, food, and drinks must meet tourists'
expectations, on the other hand, they must not be too distant from tourists' expectations to avoid that the tourists will not
appreciate being exposed to unfamiliar situations, and such tension might in the long term damage the variety and diversity of
locals. 

2. Adaptation to tourist demands: in many tourist destinations, craftsmen have responded to the growing demand by adapting the
design of their products to make them more attractive to the new customers; cultural erosion may, therefore, occur in the
process of commercialisation of cultural traditions. 

As Fields (2016, p. 99) said, before innovation takes place, creativity needs to be applied. Creativity is "a successful step into the unknown, 
getting away from the main track, breaking out of the mould, being open to experience and permitting one thing to lead to another, 
recombining ideas or seeing new a relationship among ideas" and this is Istra Inspirit.  

METHODS  
Qualitative research methods (Mack et al., 2005) were used to examine fragile cultural insights like shared values, points of view, attitudes, 
behaviour intangible and social frameworks, ethics, local will and reflections, experience, etc. Qualitative research (Kawulich, 2005) by 
observation (holistic understanding of the phenomena) and in-depth interviews (face to face) were chosen in order to obtain all intangible 
factors that impact the research problem – the process of creating tourism cultural product. By observation, researchers examined complex 
contexts and obtained unanticipated responses, as Marshall and Rossman (1989, p.79) define it: "the systematic description of events, 
behaviours, and artefacts in the social setting chosen for study”. On other side, in-depth interviews were especially useful when addressing 
sensitive topics while examining personal histories, experiences, perspectives, feelings or points of view. The research results were 
previously unknown (the blueprint of Istrainspirit) and they should be able to be generally applied to similar cases. The aim of qualitative 
research is to gain insights into the real-life process (design) multifaceted with different opinions, contributions and problems of various 
stakeholders in order to be able to illustrate value chain and explain experience related to the research problem. The authors are doing 
observation and longitudinal in-depth research for 10 years, there are few hours of recorded audio and video material, newspaper clips, 
photos, reports of events, meetings records, lectures, etc. Collected information and this paper is only a first step in creating a blueprint and 
to give an explanation of how a successful world-recognised story can be designed and endured in the future successful story. Research 
limitations are the subjective approach (opinions and point of view) of authors and missing interviews of relevant stakeholders.  

RESULTS 
Istra Inspirit. Travel to time. A sea of sensations, a myriad of flavours, nine experiences, one Istria. This was a vision for the development of 
tourist cultural project Istra Inspirit. The project started in 2009, led by the idea to develop nine different experiences in order to enrich the 
cultural and tourist offer of the Istrian peninsula with the revival of historical events at authentic locations, combined with the locally themed 



food, an interactive theatrical performance, bringing to life local history or legends and myths. In 2012, the development project started 
with the first nine different experiences with a vision to develop it further.  

Figure 4: Istra Inspirit. Travel to time. 2012  

Source: Istra inspirit private materials  

Competing was based on (1) theatre, emotion, and gastronomy; (2) revival of Istrian myths and legends at authentic locations; (3) experience 
"travel throw time" with different events/experience in different locations in Istria; (4) cultural tourist offer and innovative experience; (5) 
prolongation of the tourist season and new motives of arrivals; (6) additional tourist offer for destination; and (7) offering product for a 
“new consumer”. From the beginning, the leader understood that designed service in the case of innovative tourism cultural product should 
have an intensive service concept and that customer experience should please different senses. Visitors to these events are offered a unique 
journey through the history of Istria, from castles, Roman villas, old town centres, and museums, to participating in a Roman feast, a medieval 
execution, a Baroque ball, stay in a black mine, etc. The moments of Istrian mystical history, along with top actors and excellent scenery are 
complemented by a rich gastronomic offer from different historical periods, fun, emotions, experience. Storytelling was used with the 
purpose to transform uninteresting, abandoned environments into exiting and tempting areas and inject new life into this areas, creating 
new power and redefinition of values for locals, preservation, and valorisation of area, to preserve the values of the area and protecting and 
busting new conceptualisation of landscapes.  

Table 1: Istra Inspirit – designed experience (example)  

Source: Author’s research  

In the past year Istra Inspirit increased the number of performances, in 8 years there had been more than 700 performances all over Istria 
reviving various kinds of legends, myths and stories. It has developed from performing around 30 experiences in the 1st year to more than 
a hundred now. The audience's reactions and comments are great, local communities and tourism boards, as well as hotel companies each 
year increase the number of performances and more actors are engaged. More networks and partnerships with local stakeholders are 
created and activity is expanded for new value creation by organizing events for schools and kindergartens, hotels companies, tourist 
agencies, facilities, etc. Creating different types of educational workshops interactively, teaching them about their local legends, less known 
oral history and tradition, legends and customs, preparing product service/development on request (tailor-made). Through time Istra Inspirit 

Istra Inspirit  
(product 
platform) 

Service Concept Customer Experience 

Crispo  
(Town of 
Medulin) 

Original location. Storytelling. Welcome 
drink, theatre show, Roman dinner, fire 
show, musicians, Roman wellness 

Traditional food and beverages inspired by 
Roman recipes, education about Roman 
history in Istria, sunset experience, unusual 

, 
original memory on Roman days.  

Spacio 

(Town of Rovinj) 

Original location. Storytelling. Welcome 
drink, theatre show, dinner, musicians, 
dinner, fishermen of Rovinj, batana ride, 
visit to Batana Eco-museum (later became 
UNESCO protected) 

Traditional fisherman’s food and beverages, 
visit spacio original place in private house 
which in past served for family and friend 
reunions, be part of local argue; education 
about Istrian history in an entertaining way 
with sketches and original music and clothes.  

The Miner’s 
Republic 

(Towns of Labin 
and Raša) 

Original location. Storytelling. Welcome 
drink, expert guided tour, bus ride, lunch, 
real coal mine experience  

Coal mine experience, education throw 
about the coal mine workers’ life and habits 
in an interactive way, tasting the coldness, 
darkness, wet, etc. of original mine.   

Mare the Witch  

(Town of 
 

Original location.  Storytelling. Welcome 
drink, dinner, theatre show, musicians, 
presentations of old crafts, knight fights, 
medieval games, fire show, local products 

Education about Istrian history in the Middle 
Ages focused on legends, traditional food 
and beverages inspired by the Middle Ages. 



wanted to enhance the quality of performance, and educate volunteers, management, etc. all with the goal to create new or make the 
existing experience better.  

Creativity and innovation of Istra Inspirit are focused on finding a story that will inspire new spirit and value of existing unused, often 
abandoned resources of cultural and historical heritage. One of the key pillars is to find innovative ways of involving different stakeholders 
(family farm households, students, local communities, actors, artists and musicians, craftsmen, local tourist boards, etc.) around the concept 
in order to provide authentic experience and emotions. Active networking of all interested parties gives synergy of the creation of real 
tourism destinations experiences. Quality, originality, innovation, and sustainability are the main characteristics that make this project 
distinctive and its ‘know-how’ recognizable, the aim of which is to be transferred to the stakeholders and create with them the story of the 
destination.  

Table 2: Istra Inspirit – value creation blueprint  
1. 
Vision and 
leadership 

Leaders continuous education; 
Clear vision;  
Open mind;  
Dedicated leadership;  
Design thinking;  
Persistence;  
Sustainability (long term approach); 
Continuously improving and creating new experiences; 
Mission to collect local stories, myths;  
Storytelling; 
Networking. 

2. 
Origin of the 
place  

Revival of physical location;  
Problem solving (abandoned location, ruins, etc.); 
Superb scenery;  
Encouraging locals on innovation;  
Living history;  
Natural beauty and local scenes;  
Dynamics of place (interactive walk, medial festival – how did are parent in past? Etc.);  
New inspirit, mind set of locals – events are becoming local heritage and platform for developing 

other products;  
Recognising location by different stakeholders;  
Create a sense of belonging.  

3. 
Story and 
interpretative 
practice  

Search for story connected with local community;  
Socialising with locals (it not a performance, it is local event “in hand” of locals, it has to be their 

story);  
Authentic creativity;  
Active sightseeing, visiting with trying, tasting, etc. 
Interactive relations with public; tourist; community, volunteers;  
Broadening the mind;  
Provoking curiosity, insights and immersion in culture;  
Originality of dramaturgical and customer involvement;  
Deal with concrete theme (romance, Romans; miners, etc,) 
Education and research;  
The “wow” effect;  
Long term memories.  

4. 
Partnership 

Quadro helix model involving business, academia; society; governments to enhance cooperation, co-
financing, support, communication, research, promotion on different levels etc. 

Two-way communication;  
The project connects people from different sectors emphasizing its interdisciplinary – locals, artists, 

actors, historians, musicians, costume and set designer, logistics, management etc. 
The cooperation of all those broadening aesthetical and spiritual horizons;  
Striving to have well-networked community;  
Education (two-way). 

Control:  ambiance; performance; theme; gastro; organisation and emotion rated by the audience.  
Source: Author's research  

After a few very successful (and difficult) years of investing in such a huge initiative, which so many have recognized as innovative, a sample 
of examples and some worthy awards and recognitions, the most useful thing that happened in Istria is that it has brought together so many 
people from the public, private, academic and civil sectors - from small farms, actors and artists, volunteers, students, artisans, local 
government officials, university professors, and many other cultural and tourism professionals. The project connects people from different 
sectors emphasizing its interdisciplinarity – locals, artists, actors, historians, musicians, costume and set designer, logistics, management, 
etc., the unpredictable and unexpected elements in the performances of local myths, legends and stories create excitement, food and music 
enhance emotions, communication of actors with others “capture” the audience's attention and provide well-being, easy memory. A true 
experience with an emphasized heightening of all of the senses, feel, taste, smell, touch, sound, and vision based on creativity, relevance; 
innovation; execution; sustainable policies today enables the design of competitive cultural tourism product. In a tourist destination, 
successful cultural events rise tourist satisfaction, diversify and improve the offers of destination, extend the season, raise the quality of life 



for local population, preserve local culture, initiate tourist consumption and prolong the stay of the tourists in the destination, make effort 
that tourist/local people understand the heritage of place. Cultural tourism also brings economic benefits: new employment, increased 
tourist expenditure, new consumers, new investments, etc., which was the main goal of Istra Inspirit.  

DISCUSSION  
Satisfied and happy with an everyday larger number of tourists in Croatia (Istria), tourism is facing new a challenge regarding how to offer 
unique innovative tourism product for customers while at the same time creating innovative shared value for locals. This step of redefining 
and refocusing the offer is necessary for the future because World Economic Forum (2015) presented three key trends in NextGen Traveler, 
which will be:  

1. smart consumer – offers should be different and creative;
2. uniqueness search – tourist consider themselves “explorers" and expect authentic overseas experience; and
3. social interaction – travellers want to feel valued innovations transforming the travel industry.

This new philosophy is needed because the 21st-century consumer is very different from previous generations, they are tech-savvy, and 
they do not only expect service quality, they want the experience to go with it at the same time, for the destination is a tool how to resolve 
or beat seasonality. ECORYS (2013) points that the current coastal tourism business models are often posing pressure on local communities 
(most of the touristic activities occurs on the coast), but at same time study warns that commercialisation of inland local culture can harm 
tourism, in other words, tourism can turn local culture into commodities when religious traditions, local customs, and festivals are reduced 
to conform to tourist expectations and resulting in what has been called "reconstructed ethnicity". So, although we are looking for new 
solutions to the problems that arise, the balance of the local and expected should not be disturbed. For Istra Inspirit, tangible cultural 
heritage resources in Istria are used to find a story as an expression of the peoples' way of life exemplified in historical buildings, monuments, 
works of arts and artefacts and create different, unique and social-oriented cultural tourism product which can beat the competition.  

Heritage today is often a silent witness of a rich and turbulent past, “passive” tourist offer and waits for a new story, new valorisation. The 
Istra Inspirit is continuously learning how to perform as great storytellers, while local communities that are participating in the experiences 
attribute to a new value and become a point of interest.  

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS  
According with the purpose and goal of this paper we can point out the following: 

1. cultural tourism in Istria depends on some creative and persistence individuals and tourists orientated organizations in the
creation of cultural tourism products; 

2. symbioses of culture and heritage dynamise cultural tourism and give benefits to the destination especially present in point to 
give spirit, attraction, self-expression as well as give original, added value to the destination, positive impacts on the tourist
satisfaction, on increasing tourist expenditure, on improving destination offer, "give a story" to a monument, etc.; and 

3. (3) competitiveness emerges from a combination of ideas, resources, and processes. Reaching competitiveness must be a real
story, redefining values of the existing environment, value co-creation, unique place and involvement of the local community. 

This case study approach is justified as an attempt to understand the creation process of successful “living products". The background and 
findings are relevant for recognising steps and preconditions for designing valuable cultural tourism product including storytelling as a new 
bond in creating tourism with benefits for everyone; extend and diverse product offering to improve local yields and social value.  
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